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Languages in HT

1. English  54%
2. German  10%
3. French  8%
4. Spanish  4%
5. Russian  3%
6. Chinese  3%
7. Other  18%
HATHITRUST RESEARCH CENTER
AN ANALYSIS CENTER
HTRC Extracted Features DS

13.7M Volumes
8.3M In-Copyright
5.4M Public Domain
5B Pages
GOOGLE BOOKS + RC CONCEPT
NON-CONSUMPTIVE RESEARCH POLICY
HTTPS://GOO.GL/LVPKSS
DISTANT PUBLISHING

1. Non-consumptive in nature
2. Removed by x degree from the creator
3. Capable of being open and re-usable
4. Outside of existing publishing workflow
HTRC USE CASES

- Extracted Features Workset
- HT+Bookworm
- HTRC Workset Ontology
- Custom HT Collection
CURRENT DP WORKSETS
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HTRC AS DISTANT PUBLISHER
PEER REVIEW

DATA CURATION + DATA REPRODUCIBILITY
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